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Organic decaying material is often accompanied by several species of flies that utilize the 

decaying material as a form of sustenance and reproduction. Several of the most common species 

of these flies include the house fly [Musca domestica], blow fly [Calliphoridae], fruit fly 

[Drosophila melanogaster], and drain fly [Psychodidae]. These specific pests cause problems in 

the case of infections and diseases, spreading and transmitting pathogens such as shigellosis, 

typhoid fever, E. coli, and cholera along with various eye infections the likes of trachoma and 

epidemic conjunctivitis (World Health Organization, 1986). Incidents of these infections and 

diseases most commonly found in Africa (Robinson et al, 2018) with the bazaar fly [Musca 

sorbens] depending on eye discharge from humans and animals as a source of liquid and protein. 

The same instance shows cases of E. coli being spread by house flies and oriental latrine flies in 

traces within food (Lindeberg et al, 2018) in South Asia. The diseases spread by common filth 

flies can be stopped through prevention of fly populations accumulating in residential areas. 

Most flies have an economic threshold of zero, requiring chemical control during the lower 

larval stages and densities (Drobnjakovic et al, 2019) in order to maintain populations from 

spreading. The elimination of fly populations is vital to the prevention of spreading extremely 

harmful pathogens to humans and animals. 

 

House flies in residential areas have been controlled by the usage of various pesticides 

and insecticides. Though these methods have caused genetic mutations in flies that lead to 



resistance against pesticides and some insecticides (Ramanujan et al, 2014) through the process 

called natural selection. Natural selection happens when a small population of a species survives 

after the usage of chemicals, creating a mutation. These species gain resistance to the chemical, 

and the next time it is used there will be less of the species affected by the pesticide (Hawkins et 

al, 2018). Areas specifically populated by numerous pests heavily utilize mass insecticide 

coverage in order to keep populations at a minimum from affecting people and crops. Tests have 

shown that sciarid flies [Phlebotomus papatasi] have gained resistance in Nile communities in 

Sudan because of increased exposure to pesticides meant for mosquitoes that frequent villages 

(Hassan et al, 2012). This phenomenon has led to fly populations gaining resistance and proving 

the effectiveness of pesticides and insecticides insufficient over time, causing the spread of 

pathogenic bacteria to people without the availability of proper medical attention. Thus, 

concluding the use of pesticides as a means of proper elimination tools meaningless over time, 

having companies such as BASF and Bayer AG to reinvent formulas that prove ineffective as 

time goes on. A clear methodization and process of elimination is needed to prevent fly 

populations from spreading more infections and diseases to modern communities. 

 

Produce has been well known to be affected by fly populations. As fruit often decays at a 

fast pace without the assistance of colder surroundings to slow down the process. Flies pose a 

major threat to many sources of fruit production, with cases of millions of dollars lost to fruit fly 

outbreaks in lost income and infesting fruit that is unsuitable for sale. In Australia, control 

methods are used to protect the 9-billion-dollar horticultural production companies at risk of fruit 

fly infestations (National Fruit Fly Council, 2019). Across Costa Rica (Radonjic et al, 2019) 

several species [Ceratitis capitata Wiedem] [Bactrocera oleae Gmel] [Rhagoletis cerasi L.] 



[Carpomyra vesuviana Costa] were spotted in major Montenegro seacoast fruit and vegetable 

production facilities, though two in particular [Drosophila suzukii Matsumura] [Silba adipata 

McAlpine] caused the most destructive behavior towards figs [Ficus carica] (family Moraceae) 

native to Montenegro. Methods have proven effective against fighting fruit fly outbreaks caused 

in the region; the sterilization of fruit fly males and releasing them into outbreak sites where 

upon they mate with wild fertile females and subsequently produce no offspring, lowering the 

outbreak population through mass sterilization (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 

Nations, 2015).  Eradication efforts, however, come at a cost. The complete extinction of the 

oriental fruit fly [Bactrocera dorsalis] cost 33.5 million dollars to successfully achieve, with 

100-million-dollar losses to farmers with additional quarantine treatments and trade opportunity 

losses (Australian Government Department of Agriculture, Water, and the Environment, 2021). 

An effective method set in place for proper elimination, disposal, and protection against fly 

populations harming agricultural and horticultural production facilities keeps harm from these 

species from occurring in such instances. 

 

Reactants in chemicals showcase a particular pattern in fly behavior in methodizations for 

controlling them. A particular ingredient that attracts flies is a very common grain mixture 

substance called malt extract (C6H12O6) which acts as a sweetener and alcohol base consisting 

of two bonded glucose molecules (Targan, 2020). Another such inducible substance is ethyl 

alcohol (C2H5OH), a common alcoholic ingredient and a byproduct of fermentation found in 

many cosmetics and beauty products, hand sanitizers, and food coloring (Chemical Safety Facts, 

2021). Many of the ingredients and chemicals required to attract flies stem from alcoholic 

substances, since flies prefer to lay their eggs in decaying matter that has a chance of containing 



traces of ethanol concentration as high as 7%. The chromosomes within flies break down alcohol 

when exposed, leaving the fly more active when around ethanol vapors (You, 2014). Out of the 

specimens of European flies and African flies (samples from Vienna and Cameroon) tested, the 

flies from Vienna broke down alcohol much quicker, but the Cameroon flies gained more 

resistance to possible side effects of alcohol intake. Alcohol still contains the attributes of 

intoxication even across species. Testing in San Fransisco at the Heberlein University of 

California showcased the behavioral shifts that flies undertake when exposed to these elements 

that make up alcohol. Flies prefer food that contains ethanol rather than natural sustenance, 

numbing their sense of smell and taste in order to properly consume it and find it rewarding (Cell 

Press, 2009). Flies are attracted to the scent and taste of alcoholic substances, which works in 

favor of controlling them and rerouting them into various areas. Pest attractant and repellant 

companies such as Starbar and Quickbayt will utilize alcoholic chemicals and mixtures as a 

method of swaying and trapping flies, a simple yet effective method of forcefully manipulating 

the flies with their own biological instincts. 

 

The eventual usage of effective fly extermination methods could lead to a massive toll on 

not only the fly population, but other pests that are susceptible to these forms of alteration and 

manipulation. The use of pesticides is a long and arduous process that requires the renewal of old 

techniques and chemicals that used to work, yet ultimately failed when a subgroup of the species 

inevitably gained natural resistance and spread the mutation to subsequent generations. Not to 

mention the chances of causing another species to go extinct through the mass use of pesticides 

(more likely specialist niches) that were unable to adapt quickly enough to sudden and violent 

change. As seen from the example of sand flies in Sudan communities, species not involved 



within the main goal of pesticide usage unavoidably coincide with the turn of events and 

dramatically decrease in species population. Alternative methods, such as the sterilization of 

large, captured groups have much more efficient techniques that cannot be achieved through the 

use of chemicals to eradicate the group of species there. The chemical attraction of alcohol that 

flies undergo may lead to flies occupying less residential areas in favor of finding the source of 

ethanol that they crave, creating a harmless solution to an efficient ward or possible exterminant 

to fly populations. The highest impact on society would be the extreme decrease of pesticide and 

insecticide usage if the alternative methods in question prove more effective in the long term. 

Less chemical usage to eliminate pests may also lead to a healthier environment that is not as 

exposed to pesticides that may prove problematic to native populations. Overall, a healthier 

environment is to be achieved, though some altercations to crop maintenance may occur with the 

sudden tide of safer and natural shifts. 
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